
Some people believe that it is best to accept a bad situation, such as an unsatisfactory job or 
shortage of money. Other argue that it is better to try and improve such situations.

Some people accept a bad situation and they do not want to try to change it such as life or work, but 
some people try to find the best way to improve/ameliorate these situations. In my opinion, we have 
to try and improve such a ssituation.

Some people live in a bad situation, they get used to it/these situations so they think it is not 
possible to change them. Sometimes, someone change wash their mind about a culture or rule and 
they do them for many years therefore they accept it without any thinking. For instant, I work in a 
company and I am not satisfied with my job but I continue working there for several years. Why? 
Because my manager says this company is the best one in Iran and you I cannot find a better one or 
he destroys my confidence then I cannot leave this company and find a new job. After several years 
the life is routine and it is very difficult for me to do take/run risks. These people do not enjoy their 
life after sometimes and maybe suffer fromget psychological problems.

On the other hand, some people try to improve a situation and all the time they are fighting and 
doing/engage in risky activities in their life. They never get tired and they believe they are successful 
in their life. For example, in Japan after the second war, they were living in miserable conditions/a 
very bad situation and they lost plenty of/a lot of many equipment but they tried and they believed 
they couldcan rebuild/reconstructmake their country another time and better than last time.

In conclusion, I believe people have to try and improve this situation until so that they can make 
build the best life for themselves/ theirself.   


